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A SUCCESS STORY FROM EVERY POINT OF VIEW
MANOEL ISLAND & TIGNÉ POINT DEVELOPMENT
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The first of its kind, MIDI p.l.c. consists 

of a formidable consortium of prominent 

investors from the construction, property, 

banking and financial services industries. 

MIDI p.l.c. was set up after an international 

call for tenders issued by the Government 

of Malta for the redevelopment of Manoel 

Island and Tigné Point in 1992.

Chairman: Albert Mizzi

Chief Executive: Ben Muscat

MIDI p.l.c.
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Alf. Mizzi & Sons Ltd.
Fortress Developments Limited
Middlesea Valletta Life Assurance Co. Ltd.
Gee Five Limited
Bank of Valletta p.l.c.
Investors Limited
Gatt Investments Limited
Polidano Brothers Limited
Vassallo Builders Group Limited
Lombard Bank Malta p.l.c.
First Gemini p.l.c.
Pininfarina Extra s.r.l.

The agreement and contract between Government  

and MIDI p.l.c. received a unanimous vote of approval  

in parliament in late 1999 and works at Tigné Point began 

in June 2000. The total investment envisaged for the whole 

project is of €600 million, with some €30 million spent  

on the restoration of some of the most important historic 

sites in the north harbour area.

The architects and lead consultants for the entire project  

are aoM Partnership, under the leadership of Professor  

Alex Torpiano.

Shareholding Companies Agreement

From left to right: Mr Joseph A. Gasan, Mr David Curmi, Mr Tonio Depasquale, Mr Joseph Said, Mr Albert Mizzi, Mr Paul Bonello, Mr Mario Grech, Dr Alec Mizzi
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MALTA’S MOST AMBITIOUS PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT

The Manoel Island and Tigné Point project, known as the 

MIDI project, covers an area of 44 hectares in the heart  

of one of Malta’s busiest commercial and residential areas. 

Tigné Point

The land area at Tigné Point is roughly the size of Mdina. It is 

a car-free, mixed-use development that includes residential, 

commercial, retail, cultural, sports and leisure facilities –  

with plenty of public open spaces including the largest open 

square in Sliema and a newly-built football training centre to 

replace that formally on-site. Both Fort Tigné and The Garden 

Battery have also been fully restored to their former glory.

Manoel Island

The proposed development at Manoel Island is limited to 

some 30% of the island’s area and is concentrated within 

the “brown-field” area situated to the south west of the 

island. It will include a low-rise, car-free Mediterranean 

style residential village overlooking landscaped gardens 

and a picturesque and well-protected yacht marina.

The master plan also includes a host of cultural, leisure and 

entertainment facilities, marina-related commercial spaces 

and a shoreline promenade leading from the yacht marina 

to the 17th century Lazaretto and on to the newly-restored 

Fort Manoel. All the green area around Fort Manoel will be 

rehabilitated and maintained as a public park.
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The entire residential component at Tigné Point comprises 

apartments of varying sizes generally set around the 

perimeter of the development. It is a 30-acre car-free 

recreational destination as well as a luxurious landscaped 

and secure environment in which to live, work and relax. 

The already completed Tigné South includes 260 

apartments, most of which have already been sold.  

These homes enjoy magnificent views of Valletta,  

the open sea or a series of landscaped courtyards  

and walkways.

Rather than having large blocks of many apartments,  

the architects on the project have created smaller blocks  

in radial formation, reducing the shadows cast and allowing 

for the improved circulation of air within the landscaped 

car free walkways that meander through the estate.

HOMES: Tigné South
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Security, estate management and concierge services  

are centrally managed whilst a clubhouse will provide  

a squash court, a gym, fitness rooms and an indoor as well 

as an outdoor horizon view pool and extensive deck area.
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Lifestyle: Pjazza Tigné and The Point

As Malta’s first planned “town” in generations, Tigné Point 

is designed with a strong mix of business, retail, leisure, 

catering and sports amenities and a large central square, 

Pjazza Tigné. At 2,500 square metres Pjazza Tigné is one of 

the few significant contemporary squares in Malta and the 

largest open public square in the Sliema District.
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The Point, an international-standard retail mall  

is situated behind a reconstructed historic façade.  

This contemporary shopping experience is anchored by 

leading British department store Debenhams and contains 

a supermarket, a food court, an open atrium and 50 stores, 

filling 14,000sqm of retail space over three floors  

and selling everything from groceries to high fashion.  

The Point is served by a multi-storey underground car park.

This Retail Mall has set the standards for retail in Malta, 

offering customers an experience like no other  

on the island.
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THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME: Tigné North

The last phases at Tigné Point include blocks T15 and T16 

as an extension to the wide variety of catering, leisure and 

retail establishments already available. T15 and T16 will 

be accessible via a landscaped walkway to the north of 

the present piazza, running adjacent to the recently rebuilt 

football pitch. Both low-rise buildings will stand at either 

end of the soon-to-be-completed North Piazza, another 

open space for the Tigné and Sliema community to enjoy.

These two low-rise structures will spill out onto the  

North Piazza with cafès and eateries at ground level  

while extending the retail offering already available  

at The Point. Overlooking the North Piazza will be  

a landscaped terrace, which runs along the north  

foreshore of Tigné Point, offering stunning seaviews  

atop an embankment that spills into the sea.  

This terrace will be flanked to one side by the T20 tower.

 

The T17 phase is composed of two distinct waterfront 

blocks situated on an elevated plinth right at the water’s 

edge offering stunning views from an unrivalled setting. 

Both blocks contain ultra-luxury apartments with spacious 

interiors available in a varied mix of sizes and layouts 

facing out towards Valletta or the open sea. The large 

windows and terraces surrounding these two waterfront 

blocks allow for bright contemporary living spaces,  

with a seamless fusion of the exterior and the interior.

T15 + T16 + The North Piazza T17
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T20 is a 23-storey tower promising to be nothing short 

of iconic. This will contain the last and arguably most 

exclusive apartments within the development,  

while possibly filling a function within the hospitality 

industry. These luxuriously finished apartments and 

penthouses will include a selection of spacious duplexes 

and wide fronted sky apartments enjoying some of  

the most breathtaking seaviews and views of Valletta.

Further attractions also include the historic Garden Battery, 

Fort Tigné and its surrounding glacis, a peninsula walkway, 

and a foreshore club-house with sports facilities.

T20
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Tigné Point will include some of the most efficient and 

technologically advanced offices on the island to date. 

As a business location, Tigné Point offers a host of support 

services and amenities including designated underground 

parking, full mechanical and engineering support, while 

being surrounded by a selection of restaurants and retail 

outlets. All this, coupled with the prestige of locating your 

business in Malta’s newest and most exclusive development 

makes Tigné Point a business address to be proud of.

The design and planning are the work of aoM Partnership  

to a concept design brief by UK based specialists,  

GMW/London.

The floor plates measure between 1,000sqm and 1,500sqm. 

They are serviced by an IT backbone through SIS Ltd.

TIGNÉ POINT: Offices
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Smart technology makes the space future-proof and security 

of data is ensured through an autonomous power supply.

A centrally monitored, environmentally sound and energy 

efficient climate control system will supply heating and 

cooling to the office blocks, as well as to all future homes 

and commercial outlets on the site.

Solutions and infrastructure Services (SIS) Ltd. based  

at Manoel Island, is a joint venture between local developer 

MIDI p.l.c. and technology partners Siemens S.p.A.  

The objective of this joint venture is the provision  

of innovative and effective telephony and building 

technology solutions. The services provided by SIS Ltd. 

guarantee a safe and secure environment and are backed 

by a fully functional state-of-the-art control room,  

manned 24/7, which combines both monitoring  

and customer care support.

www.sis.com.mt
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BUILDING THE FUTURE…
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The planned development at Manoel Island is altogether 

different to that at Tigné Point. It will consist of a low-rise, 

car-free residential development built in a Mediterranean 

style overlooking a fully-fledged yacht marina.  

All residences will be located on the southern shore  

of Manoel Island with beautiful views of Ta’Xbiex Creek 

and the yacht marina. A contemporary take on the Maltese 

‘persjana’, open terraces, landscaped gardens, passageways 

and water features bring a relaxing Mediterranean feel  

to what promises to be an exclusive residential area.

The foreshore promenade leads to the restored Lazaretto 

Complex which will include a series of heritage duplex 

apartments, a hospitality offer, health and leisure facilities 

as well as catering and retail spaces in the waterfront vaults. 

While Tigné Point brings a bustling new ‘town’ feel to the 

Tigné promontory, this Mediterranean style village evokes  

a more intimate and tranquil atmosphere in an architectural 

style that pays homage to the vernacular.

The Marina Village at Manoel Island
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With only 30 per cent of the area of the island scheduled 

for development, the glacis and escarpment that today 

surround Fort Manoel will be embellished and maintained 

as a public park. This will bring a much needed green area 

to the Sliema Creek region. 
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Restoration of all historic sites and buildings on both 

Tigné Point and Manoel Island is concurrent and takes 

place under the supervision of the heritage foundation 

Fondazzjoni Wirt Artna and the architects from the firm 

aoM Partnership, who are specialized in the field.

The historic fort at Tigné and its associated buildings have had 

a solely military purpose since their construction and were 

abandoned after the British forces left Malta. By the time the 

project began, they had fallen into a grave state of disrepair, 

through vandalism, neglect and weather-induced deterioration.

On Manoel Island the situation was much worse,  

with structures originally built by the Knights including  

Fort Manoel, the Lazaretto and the Chapel of St. Anthony  

of Padua, lying derelict or in ruins and plundered for all 

they could yield.

WITH RESPECT FOR THE PAST
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The Tigné Point and Manoel Island projects involve  

the contractual obligation to end the dereliction and 

to restore these monuments to glory. MIDI p.l.c. has 

committed some €30 million to this end and has engaged  

the services of senior figures in restoration, conservation 

and stone-masonry. The restored buildings and the forts  

will then be used for cultural, commercial  

and recreational purposes.
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MIDI p.l.c.,

North Shore, 

Manoel Island,

Malta

Tigné Point Marketing Ltd,

St Luke’s Chapel,

Tigné Point,

SLM3063,

Malta

www.midimalta.com 

www.Tignépoint.com

www.thepointmalta.com

www.sis.com.mt

info@midimalta.com

info@Tignépoint.com

T: +356 2065 5510

F: +356 2065 5511MIDI p.l.c.,

North Shore, 

Manoel Island,

Malta

Tigné Point Marketing Ltd,

St Luke’s Chapel,

Tigné Point,

SLM3063,

Malta

www.midimalta.com 

www.tignepoint.com

www.thepointmalta.com

www.sis.com.mt

info@midimalta.com

info@tignepoint.com

T: +356 2065 5510

F: +356 2065 5511
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MANOEL ISLAND & TIGNÉ POINT DEVELOPMENT


